
Main Challenges

Whether a law firm is well-established or only starting out, paid search 
is a very effective marketing tactic that fits into a law firm's overall 
marketing strategy. This Georgia law firm’s main challenges were:

  A significant increase in total number of trademark infringements 
across the 9 different markets that they serve.

 Competitors bidding on their branded terms and driving up  
their CPCs.

 The Georgia law firm was not sure where to begin in tracking  
these infringements across 9 different markets and then what to  
do about them.

In the first five months using Adthena, they were able to see a:

Solutions

Brand Protection 

Using Adthena’s Brand Protection, this Georgia law firm was able  
to track all infringements by the hour on all of their brand terms.  
Adthena took away the stress and hassle of having to manually monitor 
and record infringers appearing on their search terms. 

All infringements included the screenshots of each individual 
infringement. This allowed the Georgia law firm to see the competitors 
that were infringing on their branded terms. And allowed them to take 
appropriate action.

In the first five months using Adthena, this Georgia law firm identified  
44 competitors infringing on their name. They have been able to get  
17 of their competitors to stop bidding on their brand terms with  
more to follow.

As a result, in the first 5 months using Adthena, they were able to  
reduce their brand CPCs by 25% and reduce the number of 
infringements by 39%.
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reduces 
brand infringements by 39%

CPCs by 25%

A prominent law firm in Georgia (US), had a massive 
amount of trademark infringements in the 9 markets 
they serve. Using Adthena, they were able to 
significantly cut their brand infringements and CPC’s in 
the first five months using Adthena.

39% 
decrease in number of 
infringements

25% 
decrease in brand CPCs

Georgia Law Firm
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See how we can help you reach,  
acquire and retain customers

Define your universe 

Make informed, strategic decisions with your very own  
machine-learned Whole Market View.

Get strategic insights 

Gain unrivalled competitive clarity to optimize your digital 
marketing strategies and maximize revenue.

 
Dominate your competitive landscape 

Stay ahead of your rivals with Smart Monitor, an automated 
AI threat and opportunity-detecting technology.

 
Maximize brand engagement 

Engage with your customers by turning competitive  
gaps and market changes into opportunities.

Empower your teams 

Leverage our industry-leading team of experts, delivering  
reports just for you through customized Solution Services.

Maximize your search performance by leveraging 
AI to monitor your entire competitive landscape.

Request a demo Contact us
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Adthena has been instrumental in monitoring our trademark 
infringements on Google. The automated reports from Adthena 
have allowed me to not only reduce the number of competitors 
using our brand terms, but also reduce CPCs.”

Manager of Digital Operations

Georgia Law Firm
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39% 
decrease in number  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